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Outline

● Brief review of relevant physics
● A particular type of particle to search for
● An interesting allowed window in mass and 

lifetime



  

Two important quantities for this talk
● Number of relativistic degrees of freedom (Neff)

Neff can be non-integer if a new type of particle contributes to it that is 
any of: a boson, has a number of spin states other than 2, has a 
chemical potential, is at a different temperature than neutrinos, or has 
a non-thermal energy distribution. 

● Baryon-to-photon ratio  



  

η and Neff at two epochs
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● Sensitive to the expansion rate and the ratio of baryons to photons in 
their respective epochs. 

● Decays generally:
● alter the expansion rate
● can create baryons and/or photons

10-10



  

CMB and BBN measurements of η and Neff 
have been recently improving!

Pettini & cooke D/H

Li prob

Aver et al. 2012:  0.2465 +/- 0.0097

Izotov et al 2013: 0.254 +/- 0.003
(Assuming standard BBN)

Planck XVI 2013



  

How is BBN sensitive to η and Neff?

BBN is essentially just a function of,
● Well understood atomic physics
● η which controls the ratio of 

nucleons to nucleus destroyers.
● The expansion rate during BBN 

(Neff) which controls when reactions 
freeze out.

Deuterium is the most tightly 
constrained of the primordial 
abundances. It decreases with 
η and increases with Neff

.



  

How is the CMB sensitive to η and Neff?

The CMB is sensitive to how fast 
we go through recombination (i.e. 
Neff

CMB) because this controls how 
much damping of small scales 
there is due to temperature 
mixing before last-scattering.

The effect of Neff on this rate is 
counter-intuitive but very simple, 
laid out e.g. Hou et al 2012.

Planck XVI 2013



  

How to get Neff
BBN > Neff

CMB?

Photons
Neutrinos

For simplicity of illustration, I've left 
out electron-positron annihilation 
which happens around here.  

BBN



  

How to get Neff
BBN > Neff

CMB?

Photons
Neutrinos
χ particles

For simplicity of illustration, I've left 
out electron-positron annihilation 
which happens around here.  

BBN



  

What happens to η?

● If you roll the clock backwards, its as if at some 
point we get rid of a bunch of photons, leaving 
baryons untouched.

● This means ηBBN will increase, relative to ηCMB.

● This model “evades” to some extent the very 
tight D/H constraints. 



  

Decay term Production term

Bose-enhancement terms

Term that includes some higher-order time 
dilation effects.

“Axion-like particles” (ALPs)

Also described in Cadamuro & Redondo 2011



  

Photons
Neutrinos
χ particles
χ equilibriumFor these examples, I'll take gχ=1



  

Photons
Neutrinos
χ particles
χ equilibrium

BBN

If the decay happens when photons and neutrinos are still in 
thermal contact, this will not change Neff

BBN (not pictured below) 
and thus be undetectable.



  

Photons
Neutrinos
χ particles
χ equilibrium

● If we create photons later than T~500eV, the photon fliud acquires a chemical potential since 
Brehmstralung (the last photon-number changing reaction) has frozen out. We have tight 
upper bounds on the chemical potential of the CMB from FIRAS.

Decay too late



  

Photons
Neutrinos
χ particles
χ equilibrium

Decay too late BBN

Bad Neff
BBN



  

● A very counter intuitive result: even if the 
particle has negligible energy density early on, 
it can still cause an overall increase in the 
photon energy density! 



  

Photons
Neutrinos
χ particles
χ equilibrium

Neff
CMB =1.7

(too small!)

Decay too late

Bad Neff
CMB

Bad Neff
BBN



  

Other constraints

● Perturbations of χ
– It turns out the spectral distortion bound (decay before T~500eV) guarantees 

that decays have happened before modes relevant for the CMB have entered 
the horizon. Therefore perturbations in the density field of this new particle 
aren't relevant.

● Photoerosion
– Decays after BBN could create photons that break apart existing nuclei.

– Cyburt et al. 2012 show that the important quantity is the average decay 
energy per baryon, and calculate allowed bounds for this quantity.

● LEP
– Given the coupling to photons, LEP could see missing energy escaping in the 

form of x
– A (currently) back-of-the-envelope calculation gives us interesting bounds 

from LEP.



  

Decay too late

Bad Neff
CMB

Photoerosion

Bad Neff
BBN

Would have been seen at LEP

Full constraints



  

Conclusion

● Combined BBN and CMB measurements offer 
a way to search for new particles

● Data on both epochs is currently improving
● For the model we considered here, there is a 

small allowed window in mass-lifetime space 
with informative constraints coming from many 
different sources
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